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ABSTRACT

In recent years it has become possible to generate terahertz-frequency (THz) fields that are strong enough to
induce nonlinear responses in ordinary molecules and materials. Part of the development of THz technology and
nonlinear spectroscopy has relied on optical imaging of THz field profiles and their time and position-dependent
evolution. A THz “polaritonics” platform enables extensive control over THz fields that are generated; integration
of functional elements such as bandgap structures and metamaterial devices; optical imaging of the THz near
and far fields with subcycle temporal and subwavelength spatial resolution; and exploitation of the results for
nonlinear spectroscopy. .

Keywords: Terahertz, polaritonics, ultrafast imaging, waveguides, photonic crystals, homogenization, gradient
refractive index (GRIN)

1. INTRODUCTION

On-chip control of terahertz (THz) fields in a slab of ferroelectric crystal, termed THz polaritonics1, has witnessed
significant developments in the last 15 years. Using ultrafast pulses, THz fields can be generated in either lithium
niobate (LN) or lithium tantalate (LT) through impulsive stimulated Raman scattering2. Further control and
enhancement of the THz fields are possible by spatial and temporal control of the driving optical fields3–5. It is
also possible to introduce a variety of photonic components by machining structures into the slab6,7, or depositing
structures on the surface8,9, allowing for further manipulation of THz fields. In addition to these capabilities, the
polaritonics platform allows for characterization of the full spatiotemporal evolution of THz waves directly in the
slab. By taking advantage of the electro-optic properties of LN and LT, images of the THz waves propagating and
interacting with integrated structures can be recorded using time-resolved phase-sensitive imaging10. This allows
for systems and photonic devices to be studied in the near field without the use of external probes. Furthermore,
the imaging is carried out using femtosecond optical probe pulses. Thus the THz fields are imaged with deeply
subwavelength spatial and sub-cycle temporal resolution.

Here we present recent results on systems built into the polaritonics platform. By taking advantage of the time-
resolved imaging, we recorded a series of imaging of THz waves traveling at light-like speeds. The movies contain
near-field information about the interaction of the THz waves with the devices built onto the platform which
cannot be obtained from far-field measurements. Moreover, the movies can be processed and analyzed to study
this behavior at a level of detail that is otherwise unattainable. Although the work focuses on THz frequencies,
the scale invariance of Maxwells equations allows for these results to be easily generalized to other areas of the
electromagnetic spectrum.

We provide several examples that illustrate the versatility of the polaritonics platform. The first is a gold
half-wave antenna that has been deposited on the surface of a slab of LN. Our focus here is on the near-field
behavior as the antenna interacts with an incident THz wave. We then illustrate THz wave propagation and
our data processing procedure on a plain, unstructured dielectric slab waveguide. Next, we examine the effect of
introducing air holes into the slab in the long-wavelength regime, where the composite material may be treated
as homogeneous with an effective refractive index, and in the short-wavelength regime where the properties of a
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photonic crystal slab emerge. In both of these limits and between them, the ability to determine the dispersion
properties was critical. Finally, we used the effective index information obtained in the long-wavelength regime
to design and study two graded index (GRIN) devices: a Luneburg lens and a bi-directional cloak in a waveguide
platform.

2. EXPERIMENTAL DETAILS AND CAPABILITIES

The versatility of the polaritonics platform comes in part from its unique experimental geometry, as illustrated
in figure 1. Cylindrical focusing of an intense 800-nm ultrafast near-infrared (NIR) pulse into either a LN or
LT slab as a line-source launches counterpropagating THz waves within the slab. The high dielectric contrast
between the LN or LT and NIR pulse used for generation, (nLN ∼ 5.1, nLT ∼ 6.4 at ∼ 1 THz; n ∼ 2.2 for
both LN and LT in the NIR1) causes the THz field to be emitted as primarily in the lateral directions relative
to the optical beam direction even in a bulk crystal11. The subwavelength thickness of a LN or LT slab causes
the THz waves to remained waveguided within the slab. Aligning the polarization of the NIR pulse along the
optic axis of the crystal creates THz waves are that polarized with the electric field (E-field) parallel to the
air-crystal interface and perpendicular to the propagation direction, or TE-polarized. As LN and LT are both
electro-optic materials, the index of refraction changes by an amount ∆n(y, z) which is directly proportional to
the THz E-field. Thus an imaging method that records the optical refractive index variation in the plane of the
slab reveals the THz E-field profile.

Figure 1. (a) Schematic representation of the polaritonics platform. A cylindrically focused femtosecond 800-nm line-
source pump pulse (red) passes through a thin slab of x -cut LN or LT crystal launching a THz waveguide mode response
(blue) which travels away from the point of generation. The waveguide mode depicted is the lowest order TE mode of
the bare slab. (b) Schematic illustration of the polarization gating imaging setup. By using a quarter wave plate (QWP)
and Wollaston Prism polarizer (WP), the spatially dependent information from the probe is mapped onto an intensity
change while the crystal is simultaneously imaged using a 2-lens 4f imaging system. (c) Schematic illustration of the phase
contrast imaging setup. In this system, phase to intensity conversion occurs through the use of the phase mask. The phase
mask introduces a π/2 phase shift between light which passes unperturbed through the slab and light which diffracted
off the THz waves. Interference between the two components in the image plane leads to the required phase-to-intensity
conversion.

In order to measure the spatially dependent index of refraction, an expanded 532 nm probe pulse, which is
generated from a noncollinear optical parametric amplifier and is time delayed relative to the NIR pump pulse,
is passed through a large section of the crystal and in doing so acquires a spatially dependent phase shift,
∆φ(y, z) = 2π `λ∆n(y, z), where ` is the thickness of the crystal and λ is the wavelength of the probe. This phase
shift cannot be measured directly on a camera, but must first be transformed into an intensity modulation. This
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is accomplished using either the polarization gating imaging or phase contrast imaging technique10, represented
schematically in figures 1(b) and (c), respectively. Both methods generate images in which the intensity of the
probe is modulated due to the relative phase shift ∆φ. Through Jones calculus12, one can find that the relative
change in the intensity, ∆I

I0
(y, z), is directly proportional to the induced phase change, ∆φ(y, z), which is in

turn proportional to the THz E-field. For both of the methods described above, femtosecond pulses at visible
wavelengths are used to record movies of the THz waves. As a result, the imaging resolution is set by the optical
diffraction limit and is highly subwavelength (∼ λ/100) relative to the THz wavelength. In phase contrast, the
imaging resolution is ∼1.5 µm, while in polarization gating the resolution is <5 µm, making it possible to observe
near-field behavior directly.

The near-field imaging capability of the polaritonics platform is demonstrated in figure 2, which shows a series
of images recorded using phase contrast imaging of THz waves interacting with an antenna pair. Each antenna
arm is a gold pad that is roughly 60 µm wide and 100 µm tall that has been lithographically deposited on the
surface of a LN crystal. The frequency of the THz wave has been set to 530 GHz using spatiotemporally shaped
driving fields5 rather than a cylindrically focused line-source. 530 GHz was chosen as it corresponds to a high
order resonance of the antenna. As the multicycle THz wave encounters the antenna, the evanescent portion
of the THz E-field that is outside of the slab causes electrons to oscillate and form a near-field mode pattern
with a vertical node bisecting the arms and with multiple horizontal nodes. The near-field enhancement of the
THz field amplitude at the edges of the antenna can be observed (see figure 2(c)), as well as the π/2 phase shift
between the incident wave and the field in the gap between the antennas (figures 2(d) and 2(e)). As the antenna
interacts with the THz wave, it ultimately radiates back into the far field which is most clearly visible in figure
2(e).

Figure 2. (a) Illustration of the near-field imaging capabilities of the polaritonics platform. (a) Dimensions of the gold
antenna that was deposited onto the LN slab surface. The dimensions of the antenna are much greater than the imaging
resolution, making it possible to easily observe near-field behavior. (b)-(e) A time series of images showing the multicycle
THz wave interacting with the antenna and the resulting far-field radiation pattern.

In addition to capturing the near-field behavior, the images can be analyzed to study THz wave propagation
behavior, as is illustrated in figure 3. Figure 3(a) shows several images of THz waves propagating within
an unstructured slab of LN crystal. After 10 ps, two counterpropagating waves that were generated using a
cylindrically focused line-source pump pulse are clearly visible. As time progresses, the waves travel farther
apart and there is evidence of waveguide dispersion as well as waveguide mode separation. While the movie
captures the full spatiotemporal evolution of the THz waves, it can be more compactly represented in a space-
time plot, as shown in figure 3(b). This plot is obtained by taking a frame of the movie and averaging over the
vertical dimension along which the field is uniform. This collapses the 2D frame into a 1D vector containing the
horizontal spatial information of the THz field at one point in time. This is done for each frame of the movie and
the resulting 1D vectors are stacked vertically in time order, generating a 2D matrix where the x-axis represents
position while the y-axis represents time as shown in figure 3(b). Performing a double Fourier transform of the
space-time plot converts position to wave vector and time to frequency, thereby generating the dispersion curve
as shown in figure 3(c).
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Figure 3. (a) Examples of images of THz waves propagating within a bare 54 µm thick LN slab. At various time delays
the waves have clearly separated. (b) Space-time plot representation of the data. The space-time plot displays the full
spatiotemporal evolution of the THz field. (c) Wave vector-frequency dispersion curves obtained by taking a 2D Fourier
transform of the space-time plot in (b). Three waveguide modes are clearly visible in the dispersion diagram.

3. UNDERSTANDING HOMOGENIZATION BREAKDOWN

Under appropriate conditions, a complex optical system comprised of multiple elements such as an array of
holes or inclusions in a host dielectric can be approximated as a homogenous composite material with an effec-
tive refractive index13. Despite its widespread application in the design of graded index (GRIN) devices and
transformation optics14,15, the range of applicability of the homogenization approximation has not been well
quantified. For a composite material to be treated as homogenous, the wavelength λ of light must be suffi-
ciently large compared to the characteristic size d of the structure or inclusion or of the period in a repeating
pattern16,17. Typical experiments operate with λ/d ∼ 5 to 1018–20, yet simulations have shown that the ho-
mogenization approximation may be valid even with the ratio as small as 2.321. The condition becomes further
unclear in waveguides where the wavelength of light can be on the order of the structure or inclusion thickness,
requiring full 3D simulations to treat the geometry. Understanding where homogenization theory applies can
allow for analytical formulas to be used with the effective index as a parameter, enabling rapid device design
and prototyping without the need for extensive simulations.

To investigate the limits of the homogenization, lattices of air holes were cut into LN and LT slabs using
a hydrofluoric acid etch-assisted laser machining process22. Movies of THz wave propagation recorded and
analyzed to extract the dispersion curves for these systems. Figure 4(a) shows the experimental dispersion curve
(blue) for a truly homogenous, 54 µm thick bare slab of LT. The experimental dispersion curve shown was
extracted from a plot similar to the one shown in figure 3(c). Overlaid on figure 4(a) is a numerically calculated
waveguide dispersion curve12 where the refractive index, n, was adjusted to 6.44, yielding a faithful reproduction
of the experimental dispersion curve. Figure 4(b) shows the corresponding dispersion curve (blue) for the same
LT waveguide after it was patterned by cutting a square lattice of air holes through the slab (see figure 4(b)
inset). We similarly overlay on figure 4(b) a numerical waveguide dispersion curve (green) with a refractive index
determined by optimizing the fit to the experimental curve at long wavelengths (λ� lattice spacing).
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Figure 4. Dispersion curves reveal breakdown of homogenization. (a) Experimental dispersion curve for a bare slab of
54 µm LT. The overlaid numerical waveguide dispersion curve demonstrates agreement at all wavelengths in a truly
homogenous material. (b) Dispersion curve for a composite waveguide with hole radius of 26 µm and lattice spacing of
100 µm, shows good agreement to a fitted numerical waveguide curve at long wavelengths (above λcutoff=260 µm) where
the composite waveguide can be considered homogenous with a single effective index. Deviation between the numerical fit
and the experimental curve demonstrates breakdown of the homogenization approximation. Inset shows magnified view
of the composite waveguides lattice.

Agreement between experimental data and the fitted numerical curve at long wavelengths suggests that the
composite waveguide can be treated as a homogenous slab with an effective index of neff=5.45 in this regime.
However, at small THz wavelengths the effect of each individual scatterer is prominent and photonic bandgap
properties are present. Where the percent difference in frequencies between the numerical and experimental
frequencies reaches 5%, we define the cutoff wavelength, λcutoff , as the lower bound below which the composite
waveguide can no longer be treated as homogenous. In this particular case, we observed λcutoff=260 µm. In
general, we found that if the wavelength in the waveguide is at least twice as large as the Bragg condition
wavelength12, the homogenization approximation is valid in these composite structures and remains independent
of the detailed geometry, material, or fill fraction. We also found that the effective refractive index can be
accurately predicted using the Maxwell-Garnett mixing formula23, meaning that this can be used to quickly
design a GRIN device by simply varying the size and density of the air holes.

4. ANALYZING WAVE BEHAVIOR IN PHOTONIC CRYSTAL SLABS

Photonic crystals (PhC) have emerged as versatile tools for controlling radiation across the electromagnetic
spectrum24. They are a special class of mixed dielectric materials, in which the different components have been
arranged in a periodic manner with a lattice constant d on the order of half the wavelength of light of interest λ/2
where the periodic structures can no longer be treated as homogenous. Beyond this point, the material develops
unique dispersion relations not present in homogeneous materials as well as the photonic band gap, i.e. a range
of frequencies for which light cannot propagate inside the PhC25,26. These properties have made it possible for
photonic elements such as routers27 and filters28,29 to be fabricated based on the PhC architecture.

In order to study THz wave propagation in these systems, PhC slabs were patterned into a slab of LT. Figure
5(a) shows a shows a series of images of THz waves propagating within a PhC composed of air holes with radius
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r = 35 µm arranged into a square lattice with a lattice constant of 100 µm. When the rightward-moving wave
reaches the PhC, the frequencies within the photonic band gap are strongly reflected. The waves with frequencies
outside the photonic band gap enter the PhC slab and couple to both TE-like and TM-like modes of the PhC
slab and continue to propagate through the structure. We can also clearly see evidence of dispersion as different
frequency components propagate at different speeds. The THz waves in the PhC also travel at a different velocity
compared to the unstructured slab30, further demonstrating distinct dispersion relations.

Figure 5. (a) A series of images showing THz wave propagation through a square PhC with a lattice constant of 100
µm. The air holes are false-colored black in post-processing for clarity. The black arrows at the top indicate the wave
propagation directions, revealing the wave reflected by the PhC starting at 10 ps. (b) A space-time plot generated by
averaging over the vertical dimension of the frames in the movie. The strong band gap reflection can be seen when the
rightward wave encounters the PhC structure, which starts at position 0 mm. (c) A space-frequency plot resulting from
a Fourier transform along the time axis of the portion of (c) enclosed by the dashed white lines. Waves with frequencies
outside the band gap are allowed to propagate within the PhC while those in the band gap only penetrate a short distance.

The space-time plot obtained from this measurement is shown in figure 5(b). When the rightward-propagating
wave encounters the edge of the PhC lattice at 0 mm, some of the wave is reflected while the rest continues into
the PhC. The positions in the space-time plot where the signal is smaller (vertical gray bars cutting through the
wave) occur because of the air holes. Since the THz waves can only be detected in LT, vertical averaging over
the air holes reduces the signal at those positions. Photonic band gaps can be determined from space-frequency
plots like the one shown in figure 5(c), which are calculated by Fourier transforming the space-time plot in figure
5(b) along the time axis. As observed in figure 5(c), frequencies within the photonic band gap (between 0.36
± 0.02 and 0.54 ± 0.01 THz) are reflected efficiently and only penetrate a short distance into the PhC. Theory
predicts that inside the PhC, waves within the band gap decay exponentially due to coherent reflections24. They
can be described as having complex propagation wave vectors κ = κ + iγ. This behavior was also examined
by fitting the amplitude of the field with a frequency of 0.47 THz inside the PhC to the function A*exp(-y/Y),
yielding a decay constant of Y = 90 ± 3 µm. This value deviates substantially from the value of 71 µm obtained
by simulation. The short decay length is due to the high index contrast between LT and air.

To complete our study, we analyzed movies of THz waves propagating in different PhC lattices in order to map
out their full dispersion diagrams. The resulting diagrams are shown in figure 6. As expected, the dispersion
within the PhC depends strongly on the direction of wave propagation relative to the principal lattice vectors
of the periodic structure. The signals that are observed in the measured dispersion diagram correspond to
eigenmodes, represented with solid red lines, and leaky modes of the PhC.
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Figure 6. Dispersion diagram for PhC slabs with a square lattice (a) and a hexagonal lattice (b). For the square lattice,
the lattice constant a = 100 µm and the hole radius r = 35 µm. For the hexagonal lattice, a = 100 µm and r = 25 µm.
Rotation of the square lattice by 45◦ switches the THz propagation vector between Γ-X and Γ-M (see inset). For the
hexagonal lattice a rotation of 90◦ switches the THz propagation vector between Γ-M and Γ-K-M (see inset). Analytical
solutions of eigenmodes (solid red lines) and leaky modes (dashed orange lines) with the appropriate symmetry are overlaid
on top of the data. The triangular regions highlighted in yellow represent the modes in the light cone.

5. GRADIENT REFRACTIVE INDEX DEVICES

Under the homogenization approximation, one can specify the 3-dimensional index of refraction, n(x, y, z) by
controlling the spatially varying size, density, or type of inclusions; this has found widespread application in
the form of GRIN devices. Using the homogenization condition and the Maxwell-Garnett mixing formula, we
designed and fabricated a Luneburg lens31 and cloak in the polaritonics platform. We then used time-resolved
imaging to record THz fields moving inside the devices, offering direct insight into device operation.

The first device studied was a rotationally symmetric lens (see figure 7(a)), known as a Luneburg lens. Unlike
conventional lenses, the Luneburg lens is capable of focusing a plane wave incident from any direction to a point
on the other side of its surface. Figure 7 shows the time evolution of a THz wave with a wavelength of λ=300
µm as it passes through the lens. As the THz waves propagates within the lens, the curvature of the wave
front changes (compare figures 7(a) and 7(b)) leading to focusing of the wave on the lens surface (figure 7(c)).
The operation of the device is encouraging, with a focal spot size of ∼200 µm that is slightly larger than the
diffraction limit of λ/2=150 µm that would be reached in an ideal Luneburg lens16. The incomplete focusing can
be attributed to the curvature and finite bandwidth of the incoming THz field that result from the multicycle
THz wave generation process.
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Figure 7. A Luneburg lens in a 54 µm LT waveguide, focusing a multicycle THz wave of center wavelength λ=300 µm.
Air holes have been artificially masked in white for clarity. (a) Incoming THz wave (b) Change in curvature of the beam
once it enters the lens after 37 ps (c) Focused THz wave with spot size of 200 µm after 52 ps. The approximate focus is
indicated by the red shaded holes.

A bi-directional cloak, a device that routes the path of incoming light around an object, was also studied in
order to demonstrate further control over the THz waveform. The device has an inverted index profile of a lens
so that it excludes light from the focal point21. Additional air trenches above and below the cloak (see figure
8(c) inset) allow the redirected light to be collected at the output face. Successful operation of the device can
be seen by comparing the THz wave with wavelength λ=260 µm interacting with a structure in the absence and
presence of the cloak (see figure 8). Without the cloak, the THz wave forms of a distinct far-field pattern after
diffracting off the triangular air hole. In the presence of the cloak, the THz wave is routed around the object,
and the resulting output retains the curvature of the input wave. As a result of diverting light around the center,
the cloak operates independent of the material placed inside.

Figure 8. Cloaking of a triangular air trench for a multicycle THz wave of center wavelength λ= 260 µm in a 54 µm LT
waveguide. The cloak excludes light from the center of the slab and uses additional air trenches on the top and bottom
to recollect the light at the output. Air holes and the triangular hole have been artificially masked in white with a black
border for clarity. (a) Incoming THz wave and (b) resulting diffraction pattern after interacting with a triangular air hole.
(c) Incoming THz wave with inset showing the rectangular air trenches above and below cloak. (d) Well-preserved THz
wave after avoiding the cloaked triangle.

6. CONCLUSION

This work represents recent advancements in the capabilities of the THz polaritoncs platform. By taking advan-
tage of these capabilities, we have been able to study the near-field interactions of THz waves with a variety of
structures. The recent addition of PhCs and GRIN devices adds new levels of control to the polaritonics toolset.
These devices interface seamlessly with existing polaritonics capabilities such as focusing3, field enhancement8,
and pulse shaping of the driving femtosecond pulse1, and could serve practical uses in possible optical processing
on the polaritonics platform. In addition, the ability to utilize the electro-optic properties of the LN and LT
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host materials could enable actively controllable devices that could be used for high speed optical modulation
and signal processing.
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